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Executive Summary 

This under graduate internship deals with the integration of power from rice husk power plant 

into an existing weak grid system. The aim of this internship is to develop and analyse a 

model of the power system considering husk power generation and integration with rural sub

transmission grid. 

Power generation from rice husk energy has gained popularity in recent years all over the 

world, mainly because husk energy is renewable and eco-friendly. This internship has been 

completed to fmd the impact study of connecting a S*l-MW power generation from husk into 

the 33kV-sub transmission system of a utility company within the north-west part of 

Bangladesh. There are a total of 104 rice mills within 5 km of Dinajpur town. Rice mills in 

this area operate only 6 months out of the year. Husk is available at prices ranging from 

2.3Tk/kg during the off season down to 3Tk/kg during peak husking season. In this internship 

it is found that steady state voltage changes are generally the factor which restricts the 

amount of power that can be connected at a certain point in the grid provided there is no 

restricted access in the transfer capacity. Reactive power control strategy can be used to 

integrate more power in the grid if the voltage limits are the deciding factor.The simulation 

result shows that it is possible to add a power generating subsystem in the weak grid to 

improve loadshedding. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

In Bangladesh, the demand for electricity is increasing day by day. Bangladesh has huge 

shortage of power generation, particularly at peak demand periods. The result is daily load 

shedding during peak times throughout all electric utilities in Bangladesh. For economic 

emancipation and in order to meet the Millennium Development Goals, the electricity 

growth that is generating more electricity, building more transmission/distribution capacity, 

bringing more areal population under electricity coverage and ensuring more efficient 

management of these are the essential issues. 

Biomass power from rice husk can be considered as potential renewable energy resources to 

fulfil the power shortage in the northern region of Bangladesh. Because of the rapid increase 

in demand for power, utilities with significant Biomass resources potential in their service 

territories need to perform studies of the technical and economic impacts of incorporating 

Biomass generation plants into their systems. 

Green power resources can be managed in Bangladesh through proper plant 

interconnection, integration, transmission planning, and system and market operations. 

These requirements convinced to do the undergraduate internship on Power Sector 

1.1 Company Profile 

The unergraduate internship has been done with NRECA International Ltd. NRECA 

International Ltd., headquartered in Arlington, VA, USA is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 

National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA), which is the national 

association of electric cooperative in the USA with over 1000 members providing electric 

services to more than 35 millions rural consumers in forty-seven states. NRECA 

International has developed and implemented rural electrification programs in over 42 

countries with generous funding support from USAID, U.S. Department of Agriculture, and 

other bilateral and multilateral international organizations such as the World Bank, the U.K. 

Department for International Development (DFID), Asian Development Bank (ADB) and 

host country government agencies. These programs have resulted in increased agricultural 

productivity, millions of new jobs in micro and small enterprises, and higher incomes and 

Department ofElectricat and Electronic Engineering, East West University 9 
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quality of life for more than 100 million people. 

NRECA's work in Bangladesh is related to providing technical assistance to the Rural 

Electrification Board (REB) through funding from primarily the US Agency for 

International Development (USAID) and others donor agencies. Their involvement in 

Bangladesh has been since the inception of the REB n 1977. NRECA s Dhaka office also 

supports other projects in the South Asia region as well as in Africa and the Middle East. 

NRECA International has served as the primary technical advisor to the rural electrification 

program and provides technical assistance through funding from USAID and the 

Department for International Development (DFID) of the United Kingdom. 

Also ongoing, is the Rural Energy Development Program (REDP), a joint initiative between 

the UK Department for International Development s (DFID), USAID and NRECA 

International. The first and primary task is the overall supervision and monitoring of the 

DFID funded REDP project, to verify that the execution of the project is in accordance with 

REB standard procedures, and to monitor and approve the expenditure of funds. The second 

task is to assist REB and PBSs in the development and implementation of programs that 

would help strengthen the PBS concept (based upon the U.S. rural electrification 

cooperative model) through improved member education and the development of the 70 

PBS Boards of Directors. The fmal task is an assessment to determine the socio-economic 

impact of the DFID project funding on the targeted program beneficiaries. 

The Bangladesh rural electrification program is the most successful program in South Asia 

and one of the most successful in the world. The program was initiated in 1977 with the 

creation of the Rural Electrification Board (REB) and several electric cooperative pilot 

projects. It has led to the establishment of 70 electric distribution cooperative societies that 

deliver power to more than 45 million people. 

Program Accomplishments 

.:. 70 electric cooperatives are now operational 

.:. Approximately 48,700 rural villages have been electrified 

.:. Over 45 million people in rural areas have electricity service 

.:. 223,800 km of distribution lines and 426 substations have been constructed 

.:. Average system loss for all PBSs is 12% and bill collection is over 97% 

.:. Total cumulative program funding of $1.4 billion from 20 donors 

Deparbnent of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, East West University 10 
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1.2 Origin of the Internship Report 

In this internship, first a feasibility study of the husk power plant was conducted based on 

available NRECA study report Biomass Resource Assessment for PBS Power Supply and 

other research data. Then necessary work was carried to develop the model of the utility 

including existing service grid interconnection with the test distributed rice husk power 

generation plant to serve small town and group of villages. 

1.3 Objective of the Internship 

Based on the need for knowledge of the interaction between the grid and green power 

generation plant installations, the internship is designed with the following objectives: 

I. Theoretical review of basic stages and components of the Biomass Plant to obtain 

and analyse the most common systems used today and those planned for the near 

future. 

2. Development of an electric model for the case study of 33kV network of the 

Dinajpur PBS-I service territories using Milsoft engineering analysis software. 

3. Development of a computer simulation tool to integrate Biomass power generation 

plant into the PBS 33 kV grid. 

4. Development of Matlab algorithm for load factor and load growth analysis for 

power system. 

5. Power flow analysis of the integrated system to analyse the impact of distributed 

power generation on the voltage regulation of the existing grid. 

1.4 Scope and Methodology of the Internship 

The internship focused on development and analysis of a computer model for the Dinajpur 

PBS-I Electric Utility distribution system in Bangladesh to integrate Biomass generation 

farm into the existing distribution network. This work is performed through modelling of a 

distribution system, development of methods for integrating distributed generation into the 

existing grid and analysis of methods for power system planning, control and operation. 

Designing of the appropriate methodology for internship, being one of the most crucial 

tasks to accomplish, is multi-phased and rigorous. First the pre-feasibility study for the 

selected electric utility system with Biomass Power is conducted in this internship. Then 

Department ofElectricaI and Electronic Engineering, East West University 11 
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power system performance and control algorithms are developed in coordination with a 

Biomass farm considering the availability of rice husk and the load. The methodology used 

for this analysis consists of the following elements: 

• Preparation of a one- line electrical model for the 33kV network supplying power to 

service territories of the Dinajpur Electric Utility. This model is prepared using the 

GIS map for locating projected location for the rice husk generation farm and 

existing distribution substation. 

• MILSOFT engineering analysis software used for analysing the performance of the 

developed model considering present peak loads. Performance is considered 

adequate if the distribution network can maintain a voltage of 102% of nominal 

value. 

• MA TLAB /SIMULINK software used for load factor, load forecasting and power 

system stability analysis. 

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, East West University 12 
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Chapter 2: Detail of Internship Work 

2.1 Power Generation-Renewable vs. Conventional 

2.1.1. A Brief History of Electric Power Systems 

The availability of electrical energy is essential for the functioning of modem societies. It is 

the most accepted form of energy. because it can be transported easily at high efficiency and 

reasonable cost. It is used to provide the energy needed for transportation. operating 

information and communication technology. lighting. food processing and storage as well as 

a great variety of industrial processes. all of which are characteristics of a modem society. 

The term electric power system is used to denote the entire electric network, which is 

composed of the four components (Levi. 2008): 

• Generation 

• Transmission 

• Distribution 

• Utilization 

The first electric network in the United States was established in 1882 at the Pearl Street 

Station in New York City by Thomas Edison (Saadat, 2004). The power was generated by 

dc generators and distributed by underground cables. Due to excessive power loss, R12 at 

low voltage, Edison s companies could deliver energy only a short distance from their 

stations. The invention of the transformer (William Stanley, 1985) to raise the level of 

voltage for transmission and distribution made ac system possible. The Nikola Telsa 

invention of the induction motor in 1888 helped replace dc motors and hastened the advance 

in use of ac systems (El-Hawary, 2000). The first United States single-phase ac system was 

installed in Oregon in 1889. Southern California Edison Company established the first three 

phase 2.3 kV systems in 1893 (El-Hawary, 2000). Modem electric power systems have 

been developed, over the last fifty years (Simoes & Farrel, 2004). 

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, East West University 13 
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2.1.2. Green Energy vs. Conventional Energy Sources 

There is an increased global demand for environmentally friendly power. Green energy is 

rapidly developing into a notable power source in many countries of the world. Electricity is 

generated in power plants, in which a primary energy source is converted into electrical 

power. Examples of widely used primary energy sources are fossil fuels, hydropower i.e. 

falling or flowing water and nuclear fission. These sources belong to the category of 

conventional sources (Levi, 2008). Fossil fuel and uranium reserves are basically fmite. 

Further, a remarkable drawback of generating electricity from fossil fuels and nuclear 

fission is the undesirable environmental impacts, such as the greenhouse effect caused by 

the increase of the C02 absorption in the earth s atmosphere and the nuclear waste problem. 

Hydropower is a clean electric energy source of renewable type. Hydropower plants convert 

the energy in flowing or falling water into electricity comprise a valuable alternative for 

thermal and nuclear power generation, because they do not have the drawbacks of finite 

primary energy source supplies and emissions and nuclear waste. However, the construction 

of dams and basins for hydro power generation causes the flooding of large areas and thus 

destroys local ecosystems and sometimes forces many people to move. 

Energy from rice husk could be an attractive solution to world s energy demand because it 

is clean, infinite and commercially competitive with the new renewable energy 

technologies. The reason for the world wide interest in developing green generation plants 

is the rapidly increasing demand for electrical energy and the consequent diminution 

reserves of fossil fuels, namely, oil and coal. Further, other environmental impacts of green 

power are limited as well. Although they emit some smoke and noise, the consequences of 

this are small and ecosystems seem hardly to be affected. 

2.1.3. Green Energy in Bangladesh 

For fulfilling the requirements of both energy and the environment, renewable energy 

affords many countries the opportunity to reduce their dependence on fossil fuels. While 

many countries are keen to build large green farms, in Bangladesh, though there is some 

prospect of green farm development, very little work has been done for the full integration 

of large dispersed biomass power into the power grid. Total renewable power generation in 

Bangladesh is reported as 50 kW (Islam, 2005). It is 0.001% of total installed power of 

Bangladesh (4995 MW). Electricity power generation could be one promising renewable 

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering. East West University 14 
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energy source that has created a lot of interest in Bangladesh and offers a large development 

potential. 

This internship analyses the main technical challenges that are associated with the 

integration of husk power into power systems and its impact on a weak electric distribution 

grid. Future research directions for a better understanding of the factors influencing the 

increased integration of Biomass power into power systems are also given. 

2.2 Internship Background Area 

The internship focused on a power distribution service territory in Bangladesh named 

Dinajpur PBS-l (Electric Distribution Utility), which is currently taking power from 

notational grid. The average peak demand of this utility is 40 MW (REB, 2008). As 

mentioned earlier, due to shortage of power generation, national grid can only supply 20 

MW power to the Electric Utility during the peak demand period (REB load shedding 

Report-2009). This result is unexpected load shedding. 

A possible solution to reduce the supply shortage and inadequate voltage problem at 33 kV 

network of Dinajpur PBS-l from a planning standpoint would be installation of a 

distributed generation rice husk farm, as shown in Fig. 2.1, where a map of concentrated 

rice mills cluster is given. The map illustrates the proposed 5 MW rice husk generation 

plant that will be interconnected with distribution system. The developed model is used for 

different power system analysis studies which include 

• effects of Biomass generation power on the power system, 

• voltage regulation, 

• power quality, 

• power imbalances, 

• and impacts on electricity distribution system 
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Figure 2-1: Rice Husk concentrated area in Dianjpur 
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2.2.1. Internship Resources 

i. Hardware 

The internship has been done on personal computer. Results of the existing utility model 

were verified in the field with the help ofNRECA International Ltd. using their power 

measuring instruments. 

ii. Software 

MILSOFT engineering analysis software used for modelling the electric distribution 

system. 

MATLAB software used for writing M-file to analyse the stability ofthe distribution 

system. This software is available in the university library for the students ofLJMU. 

iii. Source of data 

The first phase of the intern$h.ip work was to conduct the literature survey. Numerous 

books, articles and journals on the theory of latest renewable power generation system and 

its integration with existing grid was used to gain a better understanding of the concepts and 

previously developed analysis and design methods. The internet is a major source of 

infonnation with most up-to-date development in power system and work related to rice 

husk power generation. 

2.2.2. Limitation of the Intetnship 

This internship Ihainly depended on official records and REB s reports. The study does not 

cover critical analysis in an intensive manner. The report partially has been prepared based 

on the findings within a short period. It s has great limitation. It is expected that the fmdings 

of this internship will help various Electric Utility for assess their funding in Rural 

Electrification project. 

Given the time constraints, the reliance has been mainly on secondary materials like REB 

MIS report, field survey data that are collected different times by individual consultant 

under supervision ofNRECA, published and unpublished including web-based resources. A 

second source had been interviews of several knowledgeable people. 
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2.3 Power Generation from Rice Husk in Bangladesh 

2.3.1. Basics of the Biomass Power Generation 

Rice husk generated as a by-product of rice processing is an important energy resource. 

Bangladesh has vast potential to utilize Biomass for power generation, due to an abundant 

kx:al supply of raw materials such as rice husks, and Bagasee. Rice husk Biomass, in 

particular, has become an increasingly attractive method of generating electricity in Asia. 

The benefits of using rice husk technology are numerous. Primarily, it provides electricity 

and serves as a way to dispose of agricultural waste. In addition, steam, a byproduct of 

power generation, can be used for paddy drying applications, thereby increasing local 

incomes and reducing the need to import fossil fuels. Rice husk ash, the byproduct of rice 

husk power plants, can be used in the cement and steel industries further decreasing the 

need to import these materials. In terms of local economic development, renewable energy 

acti\ities in Bangladesh are expected to create new job opportunities. The Schematic 

diagram of a Biomass plant is shown in Fig. 2.2. 

1 tonne: of 
p~dd~· 

0 - 60 ~\\'hJ tonne p ddy 

220 kg hu~ks - 100 - no kWh 

6S0 - 700 kg 
white rice 

Figure 2.2: Schematic diagrams of a biomass generation stages (a). 
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nee transplantation rice Meld 

paddy rice husk 

modem power plant 

Figure 2.2: Schematic diagrams ofa biomass generation stages (b). 

2.3.2. Resource Assessment 

Rice is the main crop of Bangladesh, produced everywhere in the country. Rice is double

cropped in many areas and even tripled-cropped where irrigation and soil fertility permit. 

National rice production in 2006-2007 was 27,319,000 tonnes and has been growing at an 

annual average rate of 3.8% during the last 10 years. Table 2.1 shows rice and husk 

production in the top five and the top ten producing districts. This reveals that the five top 

producing districts produce over 20% of total rice production in Bangladesh, while the next 

five districts add only 15% to the national production total. 

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, East West University 19 
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TabIt 2.1: Rice Husk production by district (Biomass Report by NRECA, 2009) 

2 08 ice and Husk Production by District 
Rice Produced 
Production- Husk 

Rank Tonne onion C/~ 
e s 1 1,694,696 

Naogaon 2 1,450,469 
Bogra 3 1,342,331 
Dtnajpur 4 1,232,965 
Com ilia 5 1,167,202 
Subtotal Top 
Five 6837.61; 20% 

Jessore 6 1,099,810 219,962 
Netrakona 7 977,455 195,491 
Tangail 8 946,520 189.304 
Rangpur 9 940,678 188,136 
ChitUtgong 10 840,765 168,153 
Subtotal Top 
Ten 11,692,891 2.338.578 3 ~o 

ta l 6.922 818 

Rice, rice husk. and rice polish are three milling products. Rice yields typically are in the 

range of 75-80%, rice polish 1-2%, and the remaining 18-24% is rice husk. Rice husk is a 

fine and light particle with an energy content of 12,500kJlkg (5,386 BTU/lb) with an 

equilibrium moisture content of approximately 8-11 %. It can be used for energy 

applications, and is a suitable input for cement production due to its high silica content. 

Odler current non-energy applications of husk include poultry litter, kitty litter, and poultry 

and fish feed (both industrial and household). Energy applications of rice husk include 

production of briquettes for domestic cooking, and industrial boiler fuel for rice parboiling. 

Fig. 2.4 illustrates some typical rice and rice husk applications in Bangladesh. 
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Bangladesh 
District wise Rice Production 

Fipre 2.3: Shows the geographic distribution of rice production. While rice production is 
widespread across Bangladesh, it is clear that high levels of production are 
concentrated in a few districts (nreca biomass report, 2009). 
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:\ TradlTloa:l: nc~ pal'boJiu~ 

Figure 2.4: Rice processing operations in Bangladesh (Energies ISSN 1996-1073). 

2.3.3. Power Generation Potential 

:\ 5 MW plant operating at 23% overall thermodynamic efficiency and a plant factor of 

'75% would require approximately 3,500 tonnes of rice husk per month. Average milling 

capacity for the mills included in the study is 20-25 tonnes of rice per mill per day. 

:\ssuming a proportion of husk/rice of 20% a typical rice mill produces 4-5 tonnes of husk 

per day, or 80-100 tonnes of husk per month. Assuming that 50% of the husk still goes to 

parboiling, it would be necessary to identify between 80-100 rice mills with a total husking 

capacity of around 2,000 tonnes per day within a 10km radius for each 5 MW rice husk to 

electricity conversion plant in order to provide sufficient fuel at a reasonable cost. There are 

a total of 104 rice mills within 5 km ofDinajpur town. Rice mills in this area operate only 6 

months out of the year. Husk is available at prices ranging from 2.3Tk/kg during the off 

season down to 3Tklkg during peak husking season. 
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U Req uirements for Connection of Distributed Generation to Grid 

Ekctric power systems include power plants, transmission and distribution networks 

~"UlCCting the production and consumption sites, and consumers of electric energy. The 

t.sic aim of a power system is to deliver the electric power to the customers, fulfilling the 

~er quality demands. It is assured that these demands are met in an economic manner and 

.. the reliability is maintained. Power system experiences a continuous change in demand 

aDd the challenge is to maintain at all times a balance between production and consumption 

0( e~tric energy. Generally a power system is quite large with thousands of buses and 

rmsmission lines. The power system is subjected to variety of severe conditions ranging 

iom the faults (may be due to lightning or insulation failures) to the sudden changes in the 

load conditions. The ability of a power system or a part of a power system to maintain the 

\oitages under normal conditions as well as during a disturbance is called power system 

ability. This chapter provides a basic introduction to the relevant engineering issues 

related to the integration of distributed power into power systems. 

2.".1. Basic Power System Engineering 

Analysis of power system operation in normal and faulty conditions requires appropriate 

mathematical representation of power system components [Levi]. In this section, the flow of 

energy in an ae circuit is investigated. By using mathematics, the instantaneous power pet) 

ls solved into two components (Saadat, 2004). In a power system, there are voltages and 

currents. Fig. 2.5 shows a single-phase sinusoidal voltage supplying a load. 

An alternating current (ae) system can be represented as: 

~(t) = Vmcos Coot + ev ) 

I(t) = Imcos Coot + ea 
w = 21f{ 

\\bere, 

;,(t) = Voltage as a function oftime 

.. ~ = maximum voltage amplitude 

f = frequency, normally 50 or 60 Hz 

i (t) =current as a function of time 

1m = maximum current amplitude 

e = phase shift between voltage and current 

Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, East West University 
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FJgUre 2.5: Sinusoidal source supplying a load. 

n.e instantaneous power pet) delivered to the load is the product of voltage vet) and 

arrent i(t) given by 

(2.4) 

From trigonometric identity 

1 1 
rosA cosB = -cos(A - B) + - cos(A + B) 

2 2 
(2.5) 

-ilicb results in (2.4) 

1 
pet) = '2 Vmlm[cos(8v - 8a + cos2(wt + 8v)cos(8v - 8 i ) 

+ sin2(wt + 8v ) sin(8v - 8 i )] (2.6) 

n.e root-mean-square (rms) value of vCt) is IVI = Vm /.J2 and the rms value of i(t) is 

III = Im/.J2· Let 8 = (8v - 8i ). The equation (2.6), in tenns of the rms values reduced to 

P(e) = 1V1l11 cos8[1 + cos2(wt + 8v)] + 1V1l11 sin8 si n 2(wt + 8v) 
........ ./ 

'V' 

PR(t) 

Energy flow into the circuit 

'-------...... -v-------,/ 

PX(t) 

Energy borrowed and 
returned by the circuit 

(2.7) 

-kre 8 is the angle between voltage and current, or the impedance angle. 8 is positive if 

1be k>ad is inductive, (Le., current is lagging the voltage) and 8 is negative if the load is 

Cllp8Citive ( Le., current is leading the voltage). 

The instantaneous power pet) has been decomposed into two components. The first 

component of (2.7) is 
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= IVIlII cas8 + IV II I leas8 cas2(wt + 8v) (2.8) 

6e avaage value of this sinusoidal function is zero, the average power delivered to 

. is given by 

= IFI,/I cos8 (2.9) 

il6e power absorbed by the resistive component of the load and is also referred to as 

power or real power. Cas8 is called power factor. When the current lags the 

1be power factor is considered lagging. When the current leads the voltage, the 

fiIcaor is considered leading. The product of the rms voltage value and current value 

is called the apparent power and is measured in units of volt ampere. 

-IVII/I 

.. .cond component of (2.7) 

ft(t) = IVIlII sin8 si n 2(wt + 8v ) 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

w..cond term in (2.11) pulsates with twice the frequency and has average value zero. 

'IIIt.-plitude of this pulsating power is called reactive power and is designated by Q . 

• = IVIlII sin8 (2.12) 

.... inductive load, current is lagging the voltage, 8 = (8v - 8 t) > 0 and Q is positive; 

o s, for a capacitive load, current is leading the voltage, 8 = (811 - 8D < 0 and Q is 

1lAn.AB is used to plot the instantaneous power pet) and its two components, voltage 

w(t). .00 current i(t) as an example. Results are shown in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7. Fig. 2.6 

IIDIIs 1be instantaneous power pet), voltage vet), and current i(t). 

"""IIlOCOUS power pet) and its two components. 

D a IIiieDt of Electrical and Electronic Engineering. East West University 
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Figure: 2.7. Instantaneous power pet) and its components. 
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JA.l. BasK Integration Issues Related to Distributed Power 

~ 805l power systems, the power is transmitted using three phases. Loads, transmission 

~ and transformers can be represented with impedancesZ, when analysing power 

s:cams.. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. 

__ • \oltages (rms values of line-to-line voltages) on each side of the impedance (which 

~ represents a transmission line, for instance), and the current (rms value of the phase 

~). the voltage drop over the impedance can be calculated as: 

~ - Vz = ..f3/Z (2.13) 

___ )~l ----,t'---_z_-'t.- .. ~---.- __ t_"2 :1 

I 
-..:l 

F1IPft 2.8: Voltages Vtand V2 either side of an impedance Z with current / 

~ 1.9 shows a simple arrangement with a husk plant s generator connected to a bus, 

--.:tl is connected to the grid through impedance Z. The load which is attached at bus 2 is 

,~ + jQLoad and the husk power generator is injecting both the active and the reactive 

,.,-'ef. PHusk + jQHusk to bus 2. The voltage at bus 1 is denoted by V1 and the voltage at 

_ 1 is denoted by Vz. 

flu k ;en. 
,0 
I, d 

&J 
Frgure: 2.9. Simple arrangement with a husk farm electricity generation and grid, 

describing the effect of fluctuating power on voltage. 

The model of the power system shown in Fig. 2.1 0, there are households and industries that 
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_.--. ....... ~'A er PD and a power station (rice husk) that delivers power PH • The additional 

...-a- .1'; is produced at another location. In the electric power system shown Fig. 2.11, 

~.::mnot disappear. This means that there will always be a balance in this system, as 

~~ = ?;+P:. - PH (2.14) 

~ 

Ps: ~'I1al required power source 

.1\ ~er .;onsumption 

1\ aean~allosses in the impedances Z 

Ill. ~C' production from husk 

, ,''XI i 2.14) implies that electricity cannot be stored within an electric power system. 

~ to secure stable power system operation any change in electricity demand (or power 

.... aed from rice husk) must be simultaneously balanced by other generation sources 

..... the power system. Changes in power supply or demand can lead to a temporary 

""~e in the system and thereby affect operating conditions of power plants as well as 

~. The requirements for active power control are thus stated in order to ensure 

~ frequency in the system prevent overloading of transmission lines, insure that power 

~ standard are fulfilled, avoid large voltage steps and inrush currents at start-up and 

~ OO'ATI (Ackermann, 2005). 

i. Reactive Power Control 

lIr & PO'A er system the load is mostly inductive and it leads to the consumption of reactive 

JL .... cr. These loads are connected to the generation sources by the transmission and 

.6sribution lines and the transformers. These components possess considerable inductive 

jQ,.~ce and some resistance. It is often undesirable to transport all reactive power demand 

~ these components mainly due to two reasons: 

• due to increased power losses 

• due to high voltage regulation 

i. Voltage Regulation 

\. 0'l1age regulation describes the process and equipment used by an area utility electric 

~ er systems operator to maintain approximately constant voltage to users despite normal 

,'BiaIions in voltage caused by changing loads (Farret & Simoes, 2006). Voltage regulation 

JIDd ,>'oltage stability are important factors that affect the operation of a power distribution 

;:. stem. From the consumers perspective, the voltage level at the connection point has to 
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..... m acceptable range, as most of their appliances (e.g. lighting equipment, 

~ etc.) require a specific voltage range (e.g. 230V ±1O %) for reliable 

j _~ennann, 2005). Similar to consumer appliances, distributed generation farms 

2 a cauin voltage level at the connection point as distributed generator are usually 

., operate within a specific voltage range . If the system is not well regulated or 

,_.-. .. . rcnerators that receives power from this system will not operate efficiently. This 

.del srood from an example given as follows: 

An on circuit shown in Fig. 2.8: 

z,.~ - '\3/Z (2.15) 

... _ power production from a induction machine is enough to meet the load demand, 

~ .. be no current drawn from the grid i.e. I = o. Applying current I equal to zero. 

(2.16) 

__ 1he power production from the distributed generation plant is more than what is 

7 !kd ~ the load or the load has decreased due to any reason then the voltage at bus 2 

~ lIE gmtter than the voltage at bus!. 

(2.17) 

.... Ibe power production from the induction machine is low, then the difference between 

~ ~Cf' generated by the induction machine and the load will be supplied by the grid. The 

• • ~n from the grid, will pass through the impedance Z and the resulting voltage at 

... : i.e. Vz v.ill be less than the voltage Vi. 

(2.18) 

1k ~e level in the transmission system is kept at a technical and economical optimum 

II! a4AGing the reactive power supplied or consumed. Power plants and special equipment, 

f&&.. .::apacitors and reactors) control the reactive power. The voltage ratio of different 

b £ ~'els can be adjusted by tap-changers in power transfonners. This requires a 

..anc pov.er flow between different voltage levels. In order to manage the voltage level 

..... disturbances, reactive reserves in power plants are allocated to the system. These 

~cs are used mainly as primary reserves in order to guarantee that the voltage level of 

e.r JilC'9"Cf system remains stable during disturbances (Ackennann, 2005). 
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.. frequency Control 

• 4 A!"~ in the power system is an indicator of the balance between production and 

-_I111"''4lJ1l1tion. For the normal power system operation the frequency should be stable and 

... t;J its rated value. In Bangladesh the frequency is usually between 50±0.1 Hz and falls 

_ ~ -49-50.3 Hz range very seldom. In Bangladesh frequency relays are used in grid 

D itJn to control the frequency. 

.. Flicker 

.. lim of the power system is to provide the power according to customer demand when it 

.. ~ but also in a form (Le. waveform and frequency), which is either equal or close to 

.. ~ified standard. This requirement is often referred as Power Quality . Power quality 

iI .a.o:1 to factors that describe the variability of voltage levels as well as distortion of 

t £C and current waveforms (Larsson & Santjer, 1999). The power fluctuations from 

during continuous operation cause corresponding voltage 

• ems on the grid. 

~ can be described as a power quality concern regarding the unsteadiness in rms 

~ ~.f \oltage. Voltage variations and harmonics can damage and shorten the lifetime of 

.. 1I:i1~ and customer equipment. Voltage flicker causes visible variations of the light 

---'''''si''''~ in bulb lamps. Inrush current may cause tripping of the equipment by its protection 

ii..~ 2005). On the other hand power quality problems cause more concern in the 

~n networks due to the direct impact on customers. Therefore more attention is 

.-11 1Ii) power quality aspects in the recommendations for connection of distributed 

..... iDon plant to medium and low voltage levels. 

1k ~""tion has included basic electric power system theory and the basics of how 

~ generation power integration behaves in order to arrive at a better understanding 

• ~n issues. The overall aim of power system operation, independent of distributed 

:a)on power penetration levels, is to supply an adequate voltage to consumers and 

(N'Il..""U.Sly to balance production and consumption. Furthermore, the power system 

~ ha'.e an acceptable reliability level, independent of distributed generated power 
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r System Modeling and Analysis Case Study Area 

_ 'm power flow analyses is carried out to detennine the adequacy of the sub-

iIIiaa networks supplying power to Dinajpur PBS-l 33 kV network, and to 

-=::::i:I:::S::::E2 the impact of distributed power (from rice husk) integration on the network. 

~ .. '."~ - undertaken for this report included collection of a geographic infonnation 

map and detailed consumer infonnation for the feeder, collection of measured 

and preparation of a power flow analysis . 

.. ,ice Area, Distribution System, and Power Supply 

~---- PBS-I serves an area encompassing over 1,600 square kilometres of semi-urban 

.-ea in northwest part of Bangladesh. Power is provided to the PBS through two 

--....,.......- me grid 132 kV substation which transfonns power to 33 kV. PBS 33 kV 

iIIion Line deliver power from this source to five (5) existing distribution voltage 

_:s:::It:r""~. 1bat transfonn the power to 11 kV for distribution. Twenty-five (25) existing 

~::i:::~. --.c from these substations to deliver power to over 95,868 (REB MIS August 

,::a::s::::::Jef"S with demand of 40 MW. 

C-,.,.ents of Load Flow Analysis 

... .-lyses are necessary to properly dimension electrical characteristics of electric 

systems. Load flow analyses comprise several components. First, a demand 

- ...sa be perfonned to estimate initial expected electric consumption and power 

Thereafter, the demand growth must be developed to estimate growth in 

=:!::s:l:::e- in specific consumption, and in total energy and power demand over the project 

-=-_.-~ in the study areas is dominated by residential consumption. Consumption for 

.o~~ CIIag)' use is minimal. Approximately 54% of all energy consumed is for 

purposes as shown in Fig. 2.1 0 Commercial energy use is relatively low 

~:!iil=:::.- _ 1bIl Dinajpur is one of the best rice production areas in Bangladesh. Industrial 

~ is quite higher, and could increase more once the rice husk farm is 

to the distribution network. 
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• .... r PBS-1 categorywise consumers 

consumption (%) 
Irrigation Others 

5% 0% 

ndustrial 
32% 

mercial 
9% 

Residential 
54% 

EJearicity conswnption characteristics & conswner mix in Dinajpur PBS-l 

..... mine the demand in kW likely from the group of conswners, the data on 

combined into a single average conswnption value of 

:.:..:::!:S=e: month. Energy conswnption averages for each conswner category, and 

Table 2.1- Dinajpur PBS-l kW demand estimates. 

of Billing Average % of total 
MWhIMon Consumption Consumption 

Average kWh / Mon 
kWh/Consumer 

75250 4451 59.1 53% 32 

10977 773 70.4 9% 7 

2407 2675 111l.3 32% 356 

7078 433 61.2 5% 3 

145 12 82.8 0.14% 0.1 

95857 8344 Ps 80 
Consumption Phase-A kW Load Total kW Load 

kWh/Month Phase- A Pha eABC 

7868 3128822 4346 13037 
6894 2741444 3808 11423 
5688 2261691 3141 9424 
3942 1567391 2177 6531 
7561 3006649 4176 12528 

DID collected from the MIS report August, 2010 published by Rural 
a -jft(:arion Board Bangladesh. 
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l::Z::s _ OiIIljpur PBS are routinely load-shed almost every day for six hours 

_ of power generation. The daily load curve for April 22 is presented 

I=z;r::~-_ me figure provides several interesting observations. For one thing, 

dips in load shown on the curve, in spite of the fact that there was no 

liZ::x:::~~_ Tbe dips are occurring at midnight to 6:00 am, at 1 :OOpm due to 

~'--"- 1Dd offices, and at around 5:00 pm due to closing time for offices. 

=-- me peak hours (7 pm to 10 pm) than it is during the day, and due to 

rP""'"":P-," me system is vulnerable to load shedding. On the other hand, it 

- oC die feeder load consists of resistive appliances, such as incandescent 

.. surprising considering most of the consumers are rural under this 33 

_.-r:ri:. :;;-.-.... .... __ . indicator is that the daily load factor which is the ratio of the average 

period of time to the peak. load occurring during that period 

__ K::llilt ~:::JI:J:::r-; Ddinitions of Electric Terms, 1957}. The load factor is 60%, which is 

. ..-ban and rural area. While this is a good thing from a utility load 

IJh>im. it indicates that there will almost certainly be a change in 

• C1a istics after the distributed rice husk based electricity nd generation 

is available on a more regular basis. 

()in;apJr PBS-1 Load Curve 22-04- 2009 

Peak demand = 32 M 

8 12 16 
Time in 24 hours clock 

20 

111: Typical daily load curve ofDinajpur PBS-I 
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_ geographical area served by a utility company is the most important 

".s:::;;;. _ expansion of the distribution system. Therefore, forecasting of load 

~:±l.. 10 the planning process. A few decades ago the growth in customers 

ill~-""'--~ -.Iy mxf the demand per customer continued to increase. However, in 

bas significantly changed. Energy conservation, load management, 

.as. and a slow economy have united to slow the growth rate. As a 

- methods are required for load forecasting. Least-square exponential 

. 10 develop a Matlab program for demand forecasting of Dinajpur PBS· 

..... --:- is based on regression analysis which is the study of the demand 

.. series or a process in the past and its mathematical modelling so that 

iour can be extrapolated from it (Gonen, 2007). 

"I:;::E .raqsession theory is that any function y = [(x) can be fitted to a set of 

caz. h) so as to minimize the sum of errors squared to each point, that is 

(2.1) 

.. fllCll"CSSion coefficients. 

~ growth rate is 11.5% per annum. The growth curve shown in Fig. 2.12 

... 1'f'O"''th increased at a higher rate in the last ten years and will continue to 

• KU five years, because it is assumed that the system will undergo 

a -OIl in the early years of husk power generation farm implementation. 

S has expanded to serve the economically viable rural communities, 

.;11 slow. 
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, , g*100); 

= past_dem(l,l)+ n; 

~. - c ~. " ' est_dem(i, 1), past_dem (i, 2), 

est_dem(i,l), est_dem (i,2)); 

_ , pas _dem(:,2), 'rn_ , est_dem(:,l), est_dem(:,2), 

~. :i' ); legend ( 'l\ ~. J - C ' , , c' ' ); 
) ; 

ModeIiDg 

of the 33 kV network of Dinajpur PBS-I was developed by importing 

'lC!!:5::c:.::_ map, plus category wise consumers, conductor size and line 

::!!ion obtained from Dinajpur PBS-I, into an analysis program called 

... tOftware is the most commonly used distribution analysis program for 

.=.-=:J:5~ .... electric cooperative program. The model prepared simulates the 33 

........ ~.....-.~ and rice husk farms generators. The load data collected from the 

2010 was used to allocate the calculated load among the various line 

E E union to the number of consumers, their class and their average kWh 

__ ~Ci:J:::.. .. S MW rice husk generation farm shown in the single line diagram, was 

,.. MW generation units. A squirrel-cage induction generator (SCIG) is 

.... The stator winding of these generators is connected directly to the 50 

to gmerate power the induction generator speed must be slightly above the 

• Speed varies approximately between I pu at no load and 1.003 pu at full 
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criteria and minimum standards were used in Power Flow analysis. 

FDCf81ion unit supplies power to the feeder rather than directly to the 

The voltage at the point of common coupling (pCC) should be within 

-==~f'~ limits, ± 5% (REB, 2008). 

voltage drop on primary distribution lines should not exceed 6.9 volts 

bEe), after re-regulation. This follows design criteria as stated in PBS 

Series 100- 21-1-2 (REB, 2008) . 

..... _-_A-aJDductors (transmission or distribution) must not be loaded over 80% of 

..... __ .-'l ClplCity due to safety considerations. 

flows were simulated to assess the steady state operation of the network, 

........... __ - :: amount of power from the new husk plant. The considered cases are: 

~on- base system without distribution fixes 

-..-..,,,'on- future case (5 years load growth) without distribution fixes. 

'-';;"-·~n (5 *1 MW) base system with distribution fixes. 

non Results 

:ia fiB. 2.13 illustrates the existing electric distribution system simulation of 

result. Load allocated at the control point is 45 MW; however present peak 

than this (including PDB and PBS substations). The electrical model shows 

_~:s ~ inadequate at the far end substations. The voltage drop information after 

.-lysis against each substation is shown in Fig. 2.13 Network voltage levels 

109.". Voltages, even at the farthest substations are between 93% to 94%. 

~_,k compared to the requirement of the design criteria as stated in PBS 100- 21-

~ that minimum sub-transmission system voltage should remain within a 

10 105% per-units under normal operating conditions (REB, 2008). This 

1liiie. The red lines indicate low voltage at existing 33 kV lines; the black lines 

iaJt level of voltage at 33 kV lines. The electrical model also shows that at the 

22.5 km long backbone line huge losses occur. The text box next to the 132/33 

shows that the system results in 1.5MW, or 3.5%, losses. Summary of the 

• are shown in Table-2.3 and in greater detail in Appendix C. 
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1.3-Sammary of the balanced voltage drop report-Case A 

Gen& 
itance Charging 

Motors 

0 0 0 

0 -211 0 

No Load 
Losses Total 

Losses 

1573 27.00 44961 

10349 21524 

• U C Ph.ll:Ie 

217 . 920 J. 
O . 000 Wl) 

99 .142 tV 
9 1. 78 5 A 

0 . 000 ~VD 

t---J 1 em • 2.1 Ion 

Drop Simulation result for Case A: no generation-base system without 
~iIIti::J:.~ 
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Profile from Source to End (Existing System) 

1 Phase A - Phase B - Phase C • 

~ 0 0 0 0 

= ! :I: ! :I: § CD ~ ~ ::!l !!! ..., ..., 

Circuit Element Name 

_ condition from Source to End (Case-A) 

." co ... 
I:I: 

~ 
I~ 

ofile from Source to End ( Existing System~ 
1- Phase A - Phase B - Phase C • 

o 0 

:r = * ~ 

CirCUit Element ~Jame 

I.-d Flow condition from Source to End (Case-A) 
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--ioin model uses an identical system configuration, but specific 

.0:=::::-""1:. to reflect the load growth for next five years. Total load for the _._ .CCI~ iom 45 MW to 59 MW. Unfortunately, the 33 kV network around 

CI1tDSive, and serving this load from a single source will result in 

iUIIage at the ends of the system. Power flow modelling showed that 

--.. n=:ct: UDder projected conditions is very poor, with voltages below 84% 

~, m many 33 kV line segments. The results of the load flow study 

Jmcdl of the 33kV line. The red sections in the diagram indicate that 

:=;::!C:J::::..:..e- IDler-voltage (84%). The electrical model also shows that at the 

... t.:kbone line huge losses occur. The text box next to the 132/33 

... the system results in 3MW, or 6%, losses. Summary of the load 

ill TalMe-2.4 and in greater detail in Appendix C . 

... __ ~ ... * balaaced voltage drop report-Case B 

Charging 

o 
-206 

Gen& 

Motors 

o 
o 

Losses 

2888 

19212 

_._a:lIf:Zir:::::=:::::&_ fJcctrooi<: Engineering, East West University 

No Load 

Losses 

27.00 

Total 

59282 

33809 
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70.171 A 
0.000 WD 

PURBA SADIPUR ' . 
GRID STATION 

2><20.12.5116.67 ~~~., 

,.-____ -, P8S H/Q 
BS HQ 10 !!VA S~ :6. SJS 

PE lNode 
ABC Phll8e ••••• -

92.656 %V 

144.881 A 
0.000 WD 

151. 322 A 
0.000 WD -. 

PURBA SADIPUR 
Source 
ABC Phase 

.. TL!S 2915.028 ltV 
TL!S 19212.271 kVar 

100.000 W 
298.394 A 

0.000 WD 

FAKIRPARA POB 
~ 10MVASIS 

BALUBARI POB 
10 MVASIS 

_e Drop Simulation result for Case B: No Generation- future case (5 
. growth) without distribution fixes. 

nOD Results 

_ generation from 5 * 1 MW generators is considered. The results of the load 

... husk power plant power integration are shown in Fig. 2.17 Power flow 

__ iti::g-~ that the overall performance of the entire 33 kV network changed 

The electrical model of this system shows that it is capable of supplying 
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~1'2.!:": 10 the 33 kV Utrail feeder. However, consumers at the ends of the Utrail 

woIIages of 96% or less. In order to improve the voltage at the ends of the 

to introduce other modification measurers such as the installation of 

banks and transformer tap adjusting in the substation . 

. ... ' ..... itor bank was used in the simulation model as the target voltage 

• towards the 95% (218.5 volts on a 230 volt base) minimum limit 

PBS design instruction . 

. II) the 132/33 kV grid source shows that the system results in 970 

This indicates that integration of electricity generated by the husk farm 

significantly (losses reduced from 3.5% to 2.1 %). 

II.-l flow study is shown in Table-2.5 and in greater detail in Appendix C. 

of tile balanced voltage drop report-Case C 

Gen& No Load 
itance Charging Losses Total 

Motors Losses 

0 0 -5000 915 52.00 39338 

-'458 -220 -2421 6664 l0950 
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Figure 2.17-Voltage Drop Simulation result for Case C: generation (5*lMW) 
system with distribution fixes. 
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o Source to End Inc Iud n9 5 MW Rice HU5k Power plant "'-eA -_a -_c. 

0 ~ 0 
::t :!: 
i ; ~ 

C irculi f-I~ 8hl N , 

~ 
'!: 

F.IIage condition from Source to End including Husk Farm (Case-C) 

I 

Profte from Source to End Including 5 MW Rice Husk Power Plant 

Pi'-. A Phae e Phase C • 

~ ~ 0 0 0 
::t ::t ::t 

'" ::t 

i i i i I" 
I!I 

i 
C irCUit Element Name 

0 ! % 

~ it! 
~ 

Load condition from Source to End including Husk Farm (Case-C) 

k "oltages from the new generation plant to grid source. As the power 

... plant reaches 5 MW, the voltage at line segment OH1627 increases 

..,.,ed by an increase in the load voltages. The active power flow from the 

tills to zero at grid as shown in Fig. 2.19. The voltages at the terminals of 

.... 1IIt ..... __ .......- to approximately 96%. 
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Problems and Recommendations 

_lIIIiiilit) of Rice Husk 

to Husk generated power integration in Bangladesh originate from the 

8\'ailabilityl supply of husk because production of rice totally depends of 

.. as a result cannot be forecast accurately. Power generated from husk 

• grid varies unpredictably on both the short and the long term. The 

of husk power generation plant makes power system operation especially 

important factor in considering rice husk as a potential biomass fuel is that 

lice sold in Bangladesh is parboiled at the mill. Parboiling is a process that 

of the rice and improves its storage characteristics, and it is carried out 

~ ... ,~~ed in rice husk fired boilers. As the value of husk has traditionally been 

aever been any significant incentive to use the rice husk fuel efficiently. 

aceptions, most of the boilers used in rice mills today are informally 

• quite inefficient (i.e., about 20% efficiency), as well as unsafe. Most husks 

~ automatic rice mills is entirely consumed as the source of thermal energy 

_ parboiling and drying. Preliminary estimates indicate that at least 50% of 

CIJIlSUJIled could be saved by employing more efficient boilers. 

10m traditional, lower pressure boilers to higher pressure, high efficiency 

_~IA... IQ;Juire an investment on the part of the mill owners, and their willingness to 

_ investment would depend upon the value of such an investment. Either the 

~ as a by-product would have to increase, or the electricity generated from 

__ ::.:. output of the boilers would have to provide a sufficient return to trigger 

ill improved energy conversion technology. 

is DOt used for parboiling is sold as a byproduct for multiple purposes, including 

• ~ and briquetting as a cooking fuel. The price of rice husk varies from district 

III some districts it is a costly item where it is the main fuel for household 

II Kushtia district it costs 6 Tklkg. In the North Western region it varies from 2 to 

1k remaining mix of ground rice husk and bran from Engleberg huller mills is 

told out for feed at 3.54 Tk/kg, compared to rice husk from large automatic rice 

10 briquette industries at about 2.78 Tklkg (GTZ, 2008) . 
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3.2 Rice Husk Power Generation Generator Technology 

The conversion of energy from rice husk into electrical energy is not a simple process. The 

design and optimization of the plant require knowledge of technology; that of the 

knowledge of mechanical process and generation engineering, and that of the controllers 

and the protection system knowledge of electrical engineering and control systems. Rapid 

and flexible control of other generators is required to balance power generation with 

demand (Georgilakis, 2006). 

A number of methods for production of power from rice husk have been made, but most are 

based on the use of producer gas technology that generates fuel gas capable of being used in 

a modified reciprocating engine-generator. Biomass gasification systems, when deployed 

with internal combustion engines are generally designed to use diesel fuel to supplement the 

producer gas due to the relatively low heating value of the producer gas. 

The relatively high cost of electricity production, coupled with the relatively small capacity 

of biomass gasification plants (they are available up to approximately 600kW) makes use of 

biomass gasification problematic. A 5MW biomass combustion plant is of sufficient scale 

to allow use of more energy efficient technology such as regenerative feed water heating, 

with the result that an overall plant efficiency of 22-25% is achievable. Concentration of 

the power production capacity also reduces operations and maintenance cost on a per unit 

basis, and makes the investment more attractive. 

3.3 Grid Connection of Distributed Power Generation 

Electricity cannot be stored in large quantities. Whilst stand alone husk-diesel or husk

battery systems do exist, the majority of large husk power generation plant are erected in 

countries with an extended electricity grid and these are hence connected to this grid for 

example in India and Thailand. The voltage at the generator s terminals is normally lower 

than the voltage of the grid to which it is connected, leading to the need for a transformer. 

Further, switchgear is necessary to disconnect the generator in case of a short circuit or 

preventive maintenance. 

In distributed risk husk plant electricity, generating systems are different from the 

conventional directly grid coupled synchronous generator which is traditionally used in 

power plants are applied. Due to their different characteristics, these generating systems 

interact differently with the power system than synchronous generators. This means that 
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they respond to disturbances, such as changes in terminal voltage and frequency or prime 

mover power, in a different way and that their capability to contribute to grid voltage 

control may be less (Ackermann, 2005). Distributed energy generation equipment is most 

often installed in remote, rural areas. These remote areas usually have weak grids, often 

with voltage unbalances and under voltage conditions. Also an induction generator 

connected to an unbalanced grid will draw unbalanced current. These unbalanced current 

tend to magnify the grid voltage unbalance and cause over current problems as well. 

In power systems, the power utility companies are bound to deliver power to the consumers 

within acceptable voltage limits and good power quality. The issues like steady state voltage 

changes and power quality have to be addressed before a connection of distributed 

generation is allowed so that it can be assured that connection of a certain amount of 

distributed power to the grid is not going to deteriorate the network conditions. 
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Chapter 4: Conclusion 

Rice husk power generation is one of the most environmental friendly and cost-effective 

resources among different renewable energy technologies. In this internship investigations 

are carried to find how much husk generation power that can be integrated into an existing 

distribution grid. Steady state voltage changes, thermal limits of lines and transformers are 

considered as the limiting factors during these investigations. For these investigations, the 

distribution grid is modelled in the power system simulation software Windmil. The 

modelling is done on the basis of information collected from the relevant distribution 

company. These investigations are done for different load conditions. 

This internship report presents the results of a detailed engineering study of the existing 

Purba Saidpur Grid s PDBIPBS 33 kV network preparatory to installation and integration of 

a 5 * 1 MW Rice Husk power plant. Dinajpur PBS-I receives all of its power supply from 

Power Development Board. Extremely poor reliability (largely due to load shedding) and 

low voltage levels of this power does not allow the PBS to deliver reliable, acceptable 

power quality to its consumers. The extremely poor voltage causes technical losses on the 

33 kV networks of over 3.5% of power delivered. 

This internship report has discussed the impact study of connecting a 5-MW Husk power 

generation plant into the sub-transmission system of a Dianjpur PBS-l and showed that the 

single most significant improvement would be to increase MW supply power and voltage by 

installing a 5*1 MW plant at the near to Utrail feeder. Once the husk plant power merge 

into the 33 existing grid the shortage of power at the peak time will decrease significantly in 

the Dinajpur PBS. 

This report also presents several different approaches to compensate reactive power 

absorbed by the induction generator and mitigate voltage sag issues. Losses on the sub

transmission lines for the existing system with existing loading added up to 1,600 kW. 

These losses increased to 2,915 kW when projected loading was added to the existing 

system. Once the Husk power generation plant start generation and start supply to the 

existing grid with the changes proposed in this paper were implemented, losses were 

reduced to 950 kW in base case system. Further big improvements will not require within 

next five years. The procedures for system analysis and potential issues mitigation 
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approaches described in this paper can be referenced for this type of development in other 

part of Bangladesh. The assignment completed in this Undergraduate s internship can be 

used to determine the ratings of the generator which can be connected at a certain point 

while maintaining the voltage limits and the power quality in the grid. 
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Appendix A: Statement of Work NRECA 

Statement of Work 

NRECA agrees to engage Ms. Rumana Tarin as an intern to provide support for the 
development of an electric utility model. 

Scope 

Ms. Tarin will carry out the following tasks: 

Ms. Tarin shall coordinate with the NRECA Engineering and GIS team to obtain the best 
available maps of the Electric Utility systems to be modelled, and shall prepare and evaluate 
power flow models of system as selected by the Supervisor (from NRECA Engineering 
Team). Ms. Tarin shall modity the models as required so that they provide adequate voltage 
service throughout the duration of the proposed projects (5 Years) and shall prepare a list of 
improvements necessary to meet the performance requirements. 

Deliverable 

Ms. Tarin will present a report on her fmdings and a written detailed work plan. 

Technical Direction 

Ms. Tarin will work in coordination with and under the general supervision of Mr. Md 
Hasibur Rahman, Project Engineer ofNRECA. 

Term 

This Agreement is effective for all services rendered from the period beginning September, 
20 I 0 and ending November, 20 1 0 unless extended in writing by both parties. 

Work Schedule 

Ms. Tarin will usually work during the normal work week, as recognized by NRECA, from 
Sunday through Thursday. The work day will be between 8:00 AM and 4:30 PM. During 
work day Ms. Tarin will be allowed to join her routine classes at her University. 

Honorarium 

For all services rendered under this Agreement, NRECA shall give a token honorarium after 
successfully completion and submission of the final report. 
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Appendix B: Map of Bangladesh Showing Electric Network 

2'" ".' • 12~\l a. \ \ _v 'r.' ............ """ ~~.,., ... 
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Appendix C: Voltage Drop Simulation Results 

Simulation result for case A 

Balanced Voltage Drop Report 

Database:PURBA SAIDPUR GRID EXISTING SYSTEM-CASE A.WM\ 
Source : PURBA SADIPUR 

Units Displayed In Percent 
~Base Voltage:100.0-

12/07/2010 11 : 20 Page 1 

Type I Pri 
Cnf Conductor kV 

Base Element Accum Thru % Thru % kW % From Length 
Element Name Parent Name Volt Drop Drop Amps Cap KW KVAR PF Loss Loss Src (km) 

PURSA Sl'.OIPOR ABC PORSA SAID 76.21Y 100.0 0 . 00 
L Purba 2X2 5/41 PORBA SADIPOR ABC Transforme 1B.04Y 92.7 2.32 
L OH1540 VNJffi-30 ABC 477 MCM AC IB.OBY 92.9 2.11 
L Psp_H/Q_3 OH1540 ABC IH/O ACSR 18.06Y 92 . 8 0.09 
L PSS RO 10 ~V ... Psp_H/Q_3 ABC Node 1B.06Y 92.8 0.00 
L OH1636 OH15 40 ABC 477 HCM AC 17.67Y 92.B 2 . 13 
OH1637 OH1636 ABC 477 HeM AC 17.38Y 91. 2 1. 55 

L OH1627 OH1637 ABC 477 MCM AC 17.22Y 90. 4 0 . 81 
L Psp_H/O_2/1 OH1627 ABC 477 HCM AC 17.13Y 89.9 0.51 
L UTHRAIL 10MV ... Psp_H/O_2f1 ABC Node 17.13Y 89.9 0.00 
L OH1632 OH1627 ABC 477 MCM AC 17.BY 90 . 2 0.16 
L BALUBARI POB ... OH1632 l'.BC Node 17.19Y 90.2 0.00 
L FAKlRAPARA 1 ... OH1637 ABC Node 17.38Y 91.2 0.00 

KEY-> L = Low Volta<;Je H = High Voltage C = Capacity Over Limit 

Load 
43361 
11386 

Adjustment Capacitance 
KW 
KVAR 

Substation SUmmary: 

o 0 
o o 

Charging 
o 

-211 

Gen&Motors Loops&Metas 
o 0 
o 0 

0.00 217.92 0 44961 21524 90 0 . 00 0 . 0 0.000 0.000 
2.32 217.92 125 44961 21524 90 327.7B 0.7 0.000 0 . 000 
2.11 491. 08 73 26081 10376 93 702.60 2.7 8.000 B.OOO 
2.20 108 . 93 32 5713 1504 97 3.94 0.1 8. 400 0.400 
2.20 10B.93 0 5709 1499 97 0.00 0 .0 8. 400 0. 400 
7.25 382.55 57 19663 6622 95 240.78 1.2 12.500 2.500 

8.79 382 . 65 57 19422 5860 96 181. 98 0.9 12.900 3.400 
9.60 247 . 60 37 12426 3495 96 62. 76 0.5 18.700 2.BOO 

10.11 111.10 17 5543 1494 97 18.07 0.3 22 . 700 2.000 
10 . 11 111.17 0 5525 1451 97 0.00 0.0 22.700 2.000 

9.76 136.56 20 6B21 1B07 91 6.B2 0.1 19.700 1.000 
9.76 136.57 0 6814 1 789 97 0.00 0.0 19.700 1.000 
8.79 132.13 0 6814 1789 97 0.00 0.0 12 . 900 1.000 

G = Generator Out of kvar Limits P = Power Factor Low 

Losses 
1573 

10349 

No Load Losses 
27.00 

Total 
44961 
21524 

Lowest Voltage 
Max Accm Vo1tD 
Max Elem VoltD 

89.89 
10.11 

2.32 

Substation KW KW Losses KVAR KVAR Losses KVA % Capacity 

PURBA SADIPUR 44932.00 1600.00 21732.00 10349 . 00 49847.45 0.00 

Total: 44932.00 1600.00 21732.00 10349.00 49847 . 45 
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Simulation result for case- B 

Balanced Voltage Drop Report 
Source: PURBA SADIPUR 

Database: PURSA SAIDPUR GRID AFTER FIV£ YEARS SYSTEM-CASE B .~ 
12/07/2010 11:26 Page 1 

Units Displayed In Percent 
-Base Voltage:l00.0- km 

Typel Pri Base Element Accum Thru % Thru % kW % From Length 
Element Name Pareht Name Cnf Conductor kV Volt Drop Drop Amps Cap KW KVAR PF Loss Loss Src (km) 

----~----------------~-------~------------------ - -----------------------------------------------------------------~----------------~-------
PURBA SADIPUR ABC PURSA SAID 76.21'/ 100.0 0 . 00 0.00 298.39 a 59282 33809 87 0.00 0.0 0.000 0.000 

L Purba 2X25/41 PURSA SADlPOR ABC Transfocne n.51'! 91. 9 8.08 8.0B 298.39 171 59282 33809 87 590.95 1.0 0.000 0.000 
L OR1540 VNHB-30 ABC 477 HCM AC 17 . 68Y 92 . 8 7.22 7.22 663.48 99 34554 15626 91 1287.62 3.7 8.000 8 . 000 
L Ps p_H/O_3 OH1540 ABC 1410 ACSR 17.65Y 92.7 0 .12 7.34 142 . 87 43 7428 1960 97 6.96 0.1 8.400 0.400 
L PBS HO 10 MV . . . Psp_H/Q_3 ABC Node 17.65Y 92.7 0.00 7 . 34 142.88 a 7421 1949 97 0.00 0.0 8.400 0.400 
L OH1636 OH1540 ABC 477 HeM AC 17.11Y 89.8 2.99 10.21 519 . 33 78 25838 9531 94 443.66 1.7 12.500 2. 500 
L OH1637 OH1636 ABC 477 HCM AC 16.70Y 87.7 2.13 12.34 519.44 78 25394 8111 95 332 .2 9 1.3 12 . 900 3. 400 
L OH1627 OH1637 ABC 477 MCM AC 16.49Y 86.5 1.11 13.45 336 . 76 50 16201 4711 96 116.07 0.7 18. 700 2.800 
L Psp _H/O_2/1 0H1627 ABC 477 MCM AC 16.361' 82 . S 0.70 12 . 15 151. 25 23 7215 1981 96 33.48 0 . 5 22. 700 2.000 
L OTHRAIL 10MV ... Psp_R/O_2/l ABC Node 16 . 36Y 82 . 8 0 . 00 12.15 151. 32 0 7182 1886 97 0.00 0.0 22.700 2.000 
L OH1632 OH1627 ABC 477 HCM AC 16.45Y 86.3 0.21 13.66 182.56 28 8870 2364 97 12.58 0.1 19.700 1.000 
L BALOBARl POB ... OH1632 ABC Node 16.4SY 86.3 0.00 13.66 182.58 0 8857 2326 97 0.00 0.0 19.700 1.000 
L FAKI RAPARA 1 .. . OH1637 ABC Node 16 . 70Y 87.7 0.00 12.34 182 .79 0 SS58 2326 97 0.00 0.0 12.900 1 . 000 

KEY-> L = Low Voltage H = High Voltage C = Capacity Over Limit G = Generator Out of kvar Limits P = Power Factor Low 

Load Adjustment Capacitance Charging Gen&Hotors Loops&Metas Losses No Load Losses Total 
KW 56370 0 0 0 a 0 2888 27 . 00 59282 Lowest Voltage 82.85 
KVAR 14801 0 0 -206 0 0 19212 33809 Max Accm VoltD 12.15 

Max Elem VoltD 8.08 

Substacion Summary : 
Substation KW KW LosBes KVAR KVAR Losses KVA % Capacity 

PORBA SAOl PUR 59258.00 2912.00 34013.00 19212.00 68242.55 0.00 

Total : 59258.00 2912.00 34013 . 00 19212.00 68242.55 
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Simulation result for Case- C 

Balanced Voltage Drop Report 
Source: PURBA SADIPUR 

Database: D:\33 KV PURBA SAIDPUR GRID INCLUDING HUSK GENERATION PLANT.WM\ 

Element Name Parellt Name 

PORHA SADlPOR 
BALOBARI PDB ... REG1448 
PBS Feeder 2 REG1448 

C OH1540 - VNHB-30 
P Rice Husk Pl ... Rice Husk plant 
P lCFHR1641 Rice Husk Pl ... 
P NEWCAP-1FA60958 KFMIU641 

Typel 
Cnf Conductor 

ABC POReA SAID 
ABC DefaultBa 
ABC -OefaultBa 
ABC 477 HCM AC 
ABC 477 HCM AC 
ABC Transforme 
ABC Cap (4500) 

Pri 
kV 

76.21Y 
19.05y 
19.05'[ 
18.63Y 
18.46Y 

6.32Y 
6.32Y 

Units Displayed In Percent 
-Base Voltage:100.0-

Base Element Accum Thru % Thru 
Volt Drop Drop Amps Cap KW KVAR 

100.0 0.00 0.00 178.37 0 39338 10950 
100.0 0.00 0 . 00 116.79 0 6457 1695 
100.0 0.00 0.00 142 . 25 0 8027 2119 
97.8 2.21 2.21 360.65 54 20557 1867 
96.9 -0.00 3.13 -149.49 22 -4942 -6618 
99.5 -2.66 0 .47 -149.49 51 -4942 -6618 
99.5 0.00 0.47 -232.08 0 0 -4458 

12/07/2010 11:31 Page 1 

% kW % From Length 
PF Loss Loss Src (km) 

96 0.00 0 . 0 0.000 0.000 
97 0.00 0.0 0.000 0.000 
97 0.00 0.0 0.000 0.000 

100 380.56 1.9 8.000 8.000 
60 0.00 0.0 17 . 2S1 0.000 
60 57.68 1.2 11.251 0.000 

0 0.00 0.0 17.251 0.000 

KEY-> L = Low Voltage H = High Voltage C = Capacity Over Limit G = Generator but of kvar Limits P = Power Factor Low 

Load Adjustment Capacitance Charging Gen&Hotors Loops&Metas Losses No Load Losses Total 
KW 43361 0 0 0 -5000 0 922 52.00 39338 Lowest Voltage 96.00 
KVAR 11386 0 -4458 -220 -2422 0 6664 10950 Max Acero Vo1tD 2.00 

Max Elem VoltD 2 .74 

Substation summary: 
Substation KW Losses KVAR KVAR Losses KVA % Capacity 

PORBA SADIPOR 39283.00 977.00 15628.00 6662. 00 40833.62 0.00 

Total: 39283.00 977.00 15628.00 6662. 00 40833 . 62 
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